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Receiving positive feedback from our parent 

community is always great. We thank parents for 

their continued support. Your words of appreciation 

keep us motivated during these challenging times.



All six teachers (Ms. Renu, Ms. Jasneet, Ms. Shivani, Ms. Deepika, Ms. Sakshi and 
Ms. Anamika) of Section A are doing a wonderful job. Their level of involvement 

with all the students is highly commendable. Kudos to all! 2. The efforts they make 
in making sure each child is learning through each online session is impressive. 3. 
The activities (writing, yoga, art and craft, pre-summer break experiment of float 
and sink, Vanmahotsav etc.) conducted have been very engaging for the child. 4. 
My daughter, Ayesha, looks forward to the sessions and is able to grasp what is 

being conveyed via the online sessions. 5. The storytelling session with immersions 
on Zoom has been going on exceptionally well, Ayesha enjoys it a lot. 6. The icing 
on the cake is where the teachers spend hours in tirelessly organising Talent Hunt 

Activities, Book Character etc.
Ms Kritika Mathur (Mother), Ayesha, Pre School A



I am glad that Rihaanveer is a part of SRWS family. Thank you to all his mentors at 
preschool who are putting so much efforts for his all round development. PTM 
was conducive and a nice forum to reflect upon my child's progress and queries, if 
any.
Ms Tanveer Kaur (Mother), Rihaanveer Singh Banga, Pre School B

Thank you Shruti ma’am for bringing so much joy and interaction in the class. 
The short story or examples you are giving before stating the main topic is 
really interesting and innovative and helps them to understand the concept in a 
better way. Thank you.
Ms Shalini Sisodia (Mother), Sayansh Singh Sisodia, Class II D



Riaan has joined this school few days back only. We are satisfied 
with the teaching faculty, all are good in teaching students. They 
keep appreciating kids, motivate them to speak and are punctual.
Ms Aarti Jonia (Mother), Riaan Jonia, Pre School D

I am very much delighted with the efforts of the class teacher Ms Ruchi Gandhi. She is very 
focussed in imparting her knowledge and she makes sure each one is attended properly. 
With this type of platform also, she has made a remarkable impression on the kids that they 
always want to look at their ma’am and want to be the first in replying to her questions. 
Kudos to Ruchi ma’am and other teachers, keep up the hard work. Also, I would like to 
mention the surprise visit of H.M ma’am in the class gives a treat to eyes of kids. Youvaan
wants to converse more with ma’am and looks very positive when ma’am joins the class. 
Thank you so much SRWS team.
Ms Shweta Batra (Mother), Youvaan Batra, Class I A



My today's parent teacher meeting experience was good and the class teacher of 
my child is also very humble and polite. She clearly explained me the benefits of 
online classes and how I can keep my child active during the online sessions. I 
would like to thank the entire school staff for their coordination. 
Ms Pooja (Mother), Evaan Sharma, Pre School A

Class teacher takes lots of effort in class to make children learn by repeating 
the things again and again. She ensures that every child is involved in the 
class and makes sure that they understand and learn the concept properly. 
Thanks a lot to the class teacher for the hard work she puts during these 
online classes.
Ms Khushboo Srivastava (Mother), Apratim Srivastava, Class I A



I would like to give the feedback that the teachers are very cooperative and 
always try to help the parents along with the students. My child is 
understanding every concept. Thank you to all the teachers for co-operating 
with the students. The class teacher is very kind and helpful. She always helps 
all the children with her best efforts, so special thanks to the class teacher.
Ms Nandita Bhattacharya Sarma (Mother), Violina Sarma, Class I C

Ma’am we appreciate your efforts and support. The way you teach all the 
children is very effective and as a parent we can see the positive changes in 
Kavya towards her study. She is little bit shy but still I feel her performance is 
better than earlier. Thankyou once again ma’am.
Mr Deepak Chaturvedi (Father), Kavya Chaturvedi, Class II D



We are really pleased with the way the teachers are conducting online classes, 
since this is an unprecedented time for all of us, I am really happy how teachers 
have evolved to conduct the online sessions, one thing that I really love about the 
teachers is that they really build connect with everyone and interact with each 
and every student. Really want to thank all the teachers for making this wonderful 
experience for us. It is really visible that all the teachers are really teaching with 
their hearts and with lot of energy. Special thanks to the teachers associated with 
Pre School-B.

Ms Priyanka (Mother), Urvika Gupta, Pre School B

Excellent work, good skills to handle children, perfect way to 
teach ,very hard working teacher.
Ms Akanksha (Mother), Gurman Jas, PrePrimary B



We are very impressed with the way Malika ma'am connects with all the students 
on an individual level. She is calm, polite and have great amount of patience that 
is a pre-requisite for handling pre- primary kids. Thank you so much 
ma'am!!🙂🙂Keep going the way you are
Ms Ginni Nagpal Sethi (Mother), Reyaansh Sethi, PrePrimary D

School activities are going good. Children also interestingly wait for each class. 
Sakshi Mam is able to give personal attention to each child on this platform, 
which is commendable. She is making good efforts for developing good habits in 
them.
Ms Neerja Bakshi (Mother), Myra Bakshi, Class II B



We are pretty happy with the progress of Khia and the way she is warming 
up to studies and classes. Shubhi we think is doing a good job and has 
clearly evolved as a teacher over the years. Big Thumbs Up from our end.
Mr Vibhanshu Sharma(Father), Khia Sharma, PrePrimary C

Nishtha ma’am has been extremely good with kids. Her way of teaching has been 
instrumental in positive development of our child. She’s extremely patient with 
kids and keeps them motivated at all times. The pace of the curriculum too has 
been great for kids to really understand and imbibe each concept. The 
extracurricular activities too have been wonderful and are being conducted very 
meticulously. The digital platform for classes this year has been very smooth. We 
are very glad with everything at the moment, especially with Nishtha ma’am.
Ms Anamika Bhardwaj (Mother), Mishka Bhardwaj, Class I C



This is a great effort to build a strong partnership between parents and teachers. 
Thank you so much Shubhi ma'am for all the efforts you are putting for our kids 
development. Your patience and commitment towards our child's improvement is 
really commendable.
Ms Garima Pathak (Mother), Aayan Dwivedi, PrePrimary C

We are blessed to have Ritu Gulia Madam as Vanya's class teacher. She gives the best of 
her to ensure that the children grow. We’re so grateful that our daughter is in her class 
and she has the good fortune of having Ritu Madam as her class teacher. Her teaching 
style is unique and my daughter Vanya loves to attend all her classes and loves to 
participate in the activities. Ritu Madam is the best thing which has happened to us in 
this school. Thanks Ritu Madam for being such a fantastic teacher.
Ms Charu Arora (Mother), Vanya Arora, Class II E



To be honest, initially we were wondering how the teachers would be able to 
manage the children through online classes. We were amazed to see the teaching 
and managing skills of the teachers and their abilities. All teachers have a huge 
positive impact on our child and us. Highest regards and respect to all the teaching 
staff.
Mr Sachin Bhalyan (Father), Granth Bhalyan, Pre School B

Everything is good. We really like the way SRWS is putting lot of efforts in 
this hard time. Lalita ma'am is very dedicated and punctual to her duties 
and my child is enjoying her class very much. Keep doing the good work.
Ms Anuradha Verma (Mother), Ayaan Verma ,Class I E



Thanks a lot for Malika Maam continued guidance and support to Atharv due to 
which he has now gained lot of confidence to speak up in the class. She is always 
very patient with all kids so that all can grow and align themselves. Once again 
thank you for your kind support. We really appreciate the way Malika ma’am 
conduct her all classes. Kudos to her.
Ms Shreya Sharma (Mother), Atharv Sharma, PrePrimary D

Thank you for the session (PTI) today. It was a fruitful discussion. I 
appreciate the efforts put in by you for Jaisvi's overall development, be it 
academics or personality. It is an absolute pleasure to be part of a PTI 
where I could share my views and as a mentor you shared your inputs to 
help me engage Jaisvi in activities which would enhance her different 
skills. Thank you again Sakshi ma’am.

Ms Puneeta Gujral (Mother), Jaisvi Gujral, Class II-B



In the current pandemic scenario I can see how teachers are putting extra 
efforts and trying to pass on the knowledge to kids is really remarkable. Also, I 
have felt a very good improvement in Advika with her teacher's efforts. I am 
very much happy with the school.
Mr Manish Pareek (Father), Advika Pareek , Class I E

My kid is enjoying her virtual classes. The extra efforts taken by 
Prerna ma'am like vocabulary building & good habits are really 
appreciable.
Ms Parul Jain (Mother), Aapya Jain, Class II A



Harveen Ma’am is very cooperative and comes well prepared for the online classes. 
She uses different types of examples to make kids understand different concepts 
easily. She welcomes parents and students request to explain things again if required . 
Ms Ekta Sharma (Mother), Paarth Sharma, PrePrimary B

Happy with the curriculum and method of teaching. All the 
teachers are very enthusiastic and cheerful teachers.
Mr Amit Phuloria (Father), Nivaan Phuloria, Pre School D

Your expertise in teaching has put our minds at ease. We are so grateful to 
have you as our child’s teacher.
Mr Navneet Sital (Father), Pratik Sital, Class II A



Very good and well managed grooming of child by the school through online classes. 
Class teacher's hard work is remarkable. 
Mr Surendra K Shukla (Father), Raghav Shukla, PrePrimary A

The teacher explains everything like a mother. The students get to know 
everything very easily and clearly. Every doubt is simultaneously addressed.
Ms Monika Sinha (Mother), Prachi Kumari, Class I A

It's the best experience for Vedanth and he is learning and happy to 
attend your classes. He is very comfortable in talking to you. You are the 
best teacher for these kids. Thank you for your support and patience.

Ms Komal Narang (Mother), Vedanth Goyal, Class II D



My daughter is a New Admission in your school. At the beginning of the session, 
Pranika started out as a shy child. But, because of your love and politeness she has 

been able to adjust more quickly. We feel blessed that she was enrolled in section - B 
and have you as a class Teacher. You provide such a warm and welcoming classroom 

environment for every child. I love how you plan so many (parent -child) friendly 
activities. I also want to appreciate the way you deliver your lessons and encourage 

participation during the sessions. You always give real- life examples so that child can 
understand the concept nicely. Thank you so much for everything you do each and 

every day for our kids. You are a fantastic Teacher. With bouquets of Gratitude!! P.S - I 
will never forget once you said during the class (to every parent) that “Don’t scold my 

kids”. These are my kids not yours. That day I took a deep breath and said to myself 
that my daughter is in good hands.
Ms Uma (Mother), Pranika, Class I B



Thank you so much Lalita Ma’am. Araayna is doing exceptionally well under your 
guidance. This new virtual platform hasn’t caused any hindrance in her 
development. She feels very connected to you. She looks up to you as her idol. 
You keep her motivated to do things and without being stern. You have taught 
her to be a disciplined child. Thank you so much.
Ms Yashpriya (Mother), Araayna, Class I E

With your guidance, my son has developed into a confident and capable child. 
Thank you ma’am for being such an important part in our child’s development.
Ms Kavita (Mother), Darsh Kumar, PrePrimary A



We are very happy with the way the classes are being conducted. There is 
good amount of interaction/activities and fair listening to what the child 
has to say which motivates Shanaya the most. We appreciate everything 
Ms Mallika does for the classes with a lot of love and appreciation!

Ms Deepshikha Guliani (Mother), Shanaya Guliani, PrePrimary D

It was really grateful interacting with you Ma’am. This PTM is not only forum for one to 
one interaction but you are always available to talk to the kids. I personally contacted 
you earlier for the guidance for my son. Since we are doing digital learning, interaction 
between parent and teacher becomes more important and both play a vital role in child 
learning. I must say that you are really doing a great job. You give attention to each child 
and make sure that each child in your class is able to learn. Really appreciable and very 
hopeful that together we will make this another successful year for our children.
Ms Vibha Mehta (Mother), Shreyan , Class I D



Teaching staff is very friendly and supportive. Looking forward to 
adapt the online classes module as this is the way ahead for every 
one of us. Keep up the good work. Hope for fruitful sessions ahead.
Mr Pawan Arya (Father), Yuvaan Arya, Pre School C

The classes are conducted very well and Ms Akansha is very good with the 
kids. It is an interactive learning and a wonderful experience for us. Thank 
you Ms. Akansha for your efforts and feedback.
Mr Balendu Dixit (Father), Shanaya Dixit, Class I B

We are very Happy with efforts Ms Prerna Sethi is doing with 
children. Devank is very much enjoying his studies and we are 
happy parent and happy to be a part of SRWS family.
Ms Mahima (Mother), Devank Basle, Class II A



I really want to thank Pre School teachers from the bottom of my heart. With 
their guidance our Son has developed into a confident and capable child. Your 
expertise in teaching has put our minds at ease. I want to let you know that 
teachers are doing a great job and we support you so much in what you're doing. 
We are so grateful to have you as our child's teacher. Thank you for being such an 
important part in our child's development.
Ms Pooja Yaduvanshi (Mother), Parth Yaduvanshi, Pre School D

Thanks to Himanshi ma’am for her efforts in taking care of kids in a 
beautiful manner and engaging them in creative work and inculcating 
new habits like, thought of the day, daily new word learning. Thanks 
again mam!
Mr Chandan Shahdadpuri (Father), Manasvi Shahdadpuri, Class II C



We are very much satisfied, the way teachers are teaching is superb. 
Everything which is being taught in the class is made very interesting and 
my son grasp the concepts so quickly. All the teachers are too good.
Ms Meenakshi Gupta (Mother), Shivansh Gupta, Pre School D

Thank you for your hard work in supporting my child. With your 
guidance, my son has developed into a confident and capable 
child. Your expertise in teaching has put our minds at ease.
Mr Manish Kumar Ahlawat (Father), Aarush Ahlawat, Class I C

Online classes for students are conducted in a well organized 
manner, attention is being paid to every student in class. Thanks 
for the cooperation. 
Mr Sumeet Sharma (Father), Divyansh Sharma, Class II C



It is a pleasure to be a part of SRWS team. Teachers here are blessings for our kids. 
Kaina really enjoys every class. Academic teaching with various teaching aids is a 
real joy for kids as they have fun & at the same time learning is happening. Moral 
values, politeness & attention to each kid with lot of appreciation are being 
cherished. I want to thank Sharmistha ma'am specially for her dedication, love, 
knowledge and care towards our kids.
Ms Nisha Sharma (Mother), Kaina Sharma, Class I D

I am very happy and satisfied the way Sakshi ma'am make students learn 
different concepts in the most amicable way. Her techniques and the way 
she interacts with each child with most perseverance and patience says a 
lot about her over all personality.
Ms Charu Bali (Mother), Vihaan Bali ,Class II B


